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Note from President
SRIMATHE RAMANUJAYA NAMAHA
Dear All,
Winston Churchill said - "A pessimist sees the diﬃculty in every
opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in every
diﬃculty." This quote holds true especially in today's time
when the year 2020 was a hard one and year 2021 seems no
diﬀerent.
Mandayam Sabha Members, taking a leaf out of this quote,
have grabbed the opportunities - most prominentl undergoing
complete DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION. Cultural activities
went digital with a plethora of activities every week. The
Annual meet stayed true to the sense of bringing people
together with the participation of Mandayam Iyengars across
the world, and the performances watched by a global
audience. Hats oﬀ to the great achievement by the Cultural
Team and its Head - Rajani Rajesh!
Iyengars are known for their knowledge and we do excel in
acquiring it. The knowledge attained by our ancestors is
archived in the Mandayam Digital Library. Over 800 books
have been painstakingly retrieved from nooks and corners of
the internet or physical books borrowed from the family /
friends. The digitized library is a treasure trove for our
community. Hats oﬀ to Sri Sridhar Govindraj for the eﬀorts and
Sri Mathre Rangaraj for mentoring. Browse
https://mdl.mandayamsabha.in/ to know the expanse of work
done.

Vamshaparampara Software, designed and developed by the
Genealogy team, captures the family tree, hobbies, interests,
professions, educational qualiﬁcations of the community
members. This application, pertaining only to Mandayam
Iyengars across the globe, provides an insight about our
forefathers, our key strengths & capabilities. Access to a large
network of our own people, and the demographic proﬁle of
our community, helps to forge ahead in developing or working
with new thoughts and ideas. Click on
http://vamsha.mandayamsabha.in/user to add your family
details! Hats oﬀ to the entire team of volunteers and Smt.
Radha Rangaraj who initiated the data collection with a survey!
The project is spearheaded by Sri M A Parthasarthy, Sri Sridhar
Mandayam and Sri M K Narayan.
Kudos to the newsletter team! They have kept the digitization
trend going and introduced new features as well. Hope you
will all like it.
Keep in touch and write to mdsnarayan@gmail.com for any
information or feedback.
Be safe and Stay healthy
Warm Regards
M D Seshnarayan

Editor’s Note
Hi Everyone,
It has been truly a lo.........ong time since we published the
Mandayam News. With most normal activities being washed
out in the year 2020, the Newsletter also went to the
backburner; especially since we were not sure how
Mandayamsabha activities will pan out. However, once the
Cultural team got into the gear, it was a continuously ﬂowing
stream. From April 2020 to July 2021, the weekly online cultural
capsules and annual programs of 2020 have been uploaded for
worldwide viewing.
Though the year 2021 began with a diﬀerence, there came
another series of lockdowns. While we waited out the ﬁrst
wave, we decided not to wait any further for the next edition of
the newsletter. Not just frontline warriors, people across age
groups and professions - students, teachers, doctors - fresh or
experienced, homemakers - had varied experiences of this
sudden pause to "normal" life. We invited everyone to share
how COVID-19 had aﬀected them, and we received
approximately 15 articles - one of the highlights of this issue.
Thanks to all the authors! A big thank you to Indu, who did all
the follow up, compilation and review
Classiﬁeds section has been deliberately omitted in this issue.
With so many members of our community attaining
Paramapadam, we do not wish to make any errors in publishing
the details. Since activities of the Sabha oﬃce have also turned
virtual, the collation of data of other events has not been

complete and may not be accurate. The entire section will get a
digital overhaul shortly, to overcome these.
Keeping up with the trend and need of being Digital, The
Mandayam News is completely digital and a new version is
being hosted on www.mandayamsabha.in. Thanks to
Srirangarajan NC for making this happen, and helping with the
other digital foms too. The avada - wordpress template,
selected by Sri M A Parthasarathy, ensures that design
elements of the newsletter integrate well with the design of
the Sabha website.
You may
1. Download the document (.pdf) and read at leisure on your
devices or print out a hard copy to read – available under ﬁles
section in Mandayam Community Group on Facebook,
circulated in mandayamsabha email group and Whatsapp
groups, on the website www.mandayamsabha.in
2. The Mandayam News is also now readable as a book – online
at https://mandayamsabha.in/category/newsletter/aug-2021
and share with us your feedback.
As always, write to mandayamnews@gmail.com with your
feedback or for any contributions.
Happy Reading!!
Regards
Rekha Rangaswamy (Editor)
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Events
Activities
EVENTS
&&ACTIVITIES
Yathiraja Tirunakshatra Vaibhavam
The latest in the series of online cultural programs from the
Mandayam Srivaishnava Sabha, Sri Ramanuja Vaibhavam 2021
premiered on 29th and 30th of May 2021, on the Mandayam
Sabha's YouTube channel.

the program with a shloka. Smt. Saraswathi (Veerambudhi
family) described the beauty of Ramanujacharya, and about his
parents and teacher, through a song. Shelvapillai showed the
Dashavatar to Sri

Kum. Anagha (Manegar
Family) compeered the ﬁrst
day's program, which
began with an invocation
by Kum. Swadhaa (Nayakar
family). Next was the
President's address by
Col.M.D.Sheshanarayan. Sri Sudarshana Prasad (Jaggu family)
recited the Sharanagathi Gadya, Sriranga Gadya and Vaikuntha
Gadya. Anjana and Swathi (Devashikhamani family) performed
the Narasimha Kouthuvam Nrithyam, depicting the angry and
aﬀectionate faces of Lord
Narasimha. The ﬁrst day's
capsule's ﬁnale was the
song by Kum. Anagha.

Ramanujacharya in Melukote. This was depicted through a
dance by Kum. Aditi Sarathy (Mandayam Kope family), Kum.
Shreya Balaji and Smt. Ranjini (Mandayam Annadorai family).
Smt. Prasidhya (Mandayam Shamarayar family) sang about the
kind helpful nature of Sri Ramanujacharya. Followed by
Mangalashaasanam by Smt. Saraswathi. Viewers were then
treated to the Shathumarai of the Lord performed by Sri
Sudarshana Prasad, who also recited the shlokas composed by
Lakshmidasar. The Vote of Thanks was rendered by Sri Ravi
Narasimhan, secretary to the Sabha.

Compeer of the second
day, Chi. Vishal (
Giddayyan family) began

It is heartening to note the increasing interest and participation
of youngsters in the activities of the sabha, both in front of and
behind the camera. The young compeers spoke in ﬂuent
Mandayam tamil. Most of the work behind the camera,
including the videography and editing has been by youngsters
of the community. The Sabha looks forward to continued and
increased participation of community members in all future
activities.

2020 North American Mandayams Virtual Meet
The ﬁrst ever North American(NA) Mandayams Virtual Meet
2020 held on 21 November, 2020 was a grand success!
This was a maiden eﬀort by the NA Mandayams organization to
bring together the entire North American Mandayam
community virtually. The current Covid related restrictions
proved a blessing in disguise and helped in uniting the
community across North America (living in SF Bay Area, Los
Angeles/San Diego, Texas, New York/New Jersey, Vancouver,
Canada), and India.
The event was live-streamed on YouTube by Bay Area based
Mandayam Sri.Koushik Kothagal. Kaushik hosted a very lively
and interactive program with a quiz on SriVaishnava
Sampradayam in between programs. Overall the event was
very well received and appreciated by audiences from all over
the world.

Event Facts:
The entire event being almost 4 hrs long comprised of 30+
programs, and included participation from around 20 Adults,
35 kids, and teens. It included cross border (USA & Canada),
and cross country (USA & India) collaborations. The programs
were a delightful mix of tradition (depicting Bhagvad
Ramanuja, Divyadeshams, Shlokams etc), classical &
contemporary dance (Bharatanatyam, Kathak, Fusion),
comedy musical skit, magic show and a multitude of classical
Indian and Western/Jazz musicals/recitals using instruments
such as: vocals, violin, piano, saxophone and more. On top of
that there were also educational commentaries about things
such as DIY MaNay making. There were interesting anecdotes
related to what went on Behind the Scenes of making the
videos, and fun facts.
Sincerely,
NA Mandayams Board

Virtual Events of the Sabha
Movement restrictions, like the current generations have
never experienced before, and the frequent lockdowns have
left humankind longing for social interactions that we earlier
took for granted. Our frequent meetings at the various
gatherings like social and religious meetings, personal
functions and of course the Sabha events have been
suspended.
Recognising that the community is unable to meet and greet,
which would foster greater bonding among the members, the
Mandayam Srivaishnava Sabha has been conducting varied
virtual activities. The cultural events team has worked hard all
year long to invite performers and showcase their talents
through videos, the virtual version of the regular annual events
of the Sabha.
HOUSIE Tournament
But interaction is always greater when there is participation in
games and sports. So now, the physical sports events have
been replaced by virtual games. Latest in this series was the
Housie organised by Lakshmi Ammanjee and team on 6th June
2021. The notiﬁcation was sent a couple of days earlier, with a
short time frame to register and pay for the tickets. A separate
temporary Whatsapp group was created for communication
among participants, and virtual tickets were distributed a day
prior to the tournament.
As the participants ‘ZOOM’ed into the event, the organizers
began with explaining rules of the game. And then they began
calling the numbers. Clarity was provided both orally and by
way of sharing a spreadsheet where the called numbers were
typed in order. As the numbers were crossed out on the
tickets, the participants called when they qualiﬁed for the
prizes. Apart from the usual ‘Jaldi 5’, ‘4 Corners’, each row, 2
prizes for the fullhouse, winners were also declared for
“Caught In The Middle” – crossing out the middle 3 numbers in
all 3 rows.

Though the post-games coﬀee and snacks were savoured
individually at their own homes, the participants enjoyed
themselves thoroughly. Kudos to Lakshmi Ammanjee, and the
team of organisers, who conducted the game smoothly.
Special thanks to Smt. Vijaya SChar and Sri. Srivas SChar, who
sponsored part of the prize money.
Culinary Skills on Display
With ladies dishing out delicious recipes and posting the
pictures of the same on the Whatsapp group, Smt.Radha
Rangarajan, Smt.Rekha Badri and Smt.Lakshmi Ammanjee
decided to take it a step further and invited videos of their
culinary skills on the theme of Parata/Rotti/Roti/Tortillas in any
cuisine.
About 8 participants posted eye-catching videos of about 3
min duration in the group on 13th and 14th June 2021, inspiring
all other members to try out the delicious recipes in their own
kitchens. The kitchen queens were all happy to display their
culinary skills and share their recipes with the large group.
Thanks to the organisers for this opportunity. As one of the
participants said – “Age is just a number and learning is
forever”
Inspired by this event, the Nala Maharajas of the community
were invited to display their cookery skills through videos of
making Dosas. Despite being sent to a wider audience, the
number of participants was fewer for the submissions on 27th
June 2021. However, each one of them submitted delicious
looking dishes and viewers were left with their mouth
watering.
Both events achieved an important aim of the Sabha participants of all ages from young kids to grandparents!
Looking forward to more virtual interactions and events that
make the virtual ‘Home Arrest’ times more ENJOYABLE!
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SPOT LIGHT
LIGHT
SPOT
Guinness World Record
– M.A. Ranganaath

Young Doctor(ate)
– Navaneeth Makaram

Congratulations
Sri M.A.Ranganath participated in the
virtual Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
Symposium, organised by The Indian Youth
Forum in collaboration with INTEL, on the
journey of AI and its reach in the last 3 – 4
decades, and helped India to create a
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD for most users
to take an online AI lesson in 24 hours.
The session included a video presentation followed by a
Question and Answers section after each module on the 13th
/14th October, 2020. Sri M.A.Ranganath, who is an evergreen
youth in mind, had earlier exposure on this topic and hence was
an eager participant in the symposium which also covered
aspects likely to change the tech scenario in the next decade.
This program was a part of skill development program for the
youth by the Government of India.

Congratulations to Chi. Navaneethakrishna Makaram who
completed successfully doctorate from Indian Institute Of
Technology Madras (IITM) , Chennai, under the guidance of
Head of the Department and Prof. N. Ramakrishnan, Applied
Mechanics

Services During Pandemic – MKT Narayan
Sri. MKT Narayan, Head of the Disaster Management team,
Bangalore South, was recognized and felicitated by the Rotary
Club Bangalore City Centre, for his outstanding services during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
He heads the Home Quarantine Management Squad of
Bengaluru South zone, which constitutes a total of 44 BBMP
wards. Among other responsibilities, this squad monitors
people entering the zone from outside of Bengaluru. The
persons tested Positive for Covid are ascertained to remain
quarantined for the stipulated period of time, and Sri Narayan
is authorise to take action on any breach, as per the NDMA
(National Disaster Management Authority) Act on the
person/persons.
A sincere, hard worker, as well as a strong team leader and a
motivational team member, he has inspired many of his
colleagues and juniors.
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Bhakthi Songs Compilation–Smt. Ranganayaki Rajan
Smt. Ranganayaki Rajan was an amazing musician with outreach
in India, USA, Canada, Europe and Dubai. To preserve her legacy,
the following compilation of her songs have been created.
1. Bhakthi Marga - Smt. Ranganayaki Rajan's mission in life
was to spread Bhakthi through music. Her rendition of
songs such as Jagadodharana, Raghupathi Raghava,
Vandemataram, Chikkavane, and others is available on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYOM1h2B1UU
2. Bhakthiya Sampathu – Songs composed by her mother,
Late Smt. Rajamma Sampath Iyengar, and sung by Smt.
Ranganayaki Rajan is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2b3cA0l4yo

Eco-Friendly Agricultural Practices
‘Nanjangud Rasabaale Hannu’ cultivation in Melkote
- M. A. Narsimhan
Agricultural Profession is by and large fraught with uncertainty
and a range of issues such as dependence on weather, water
and power availability etc. Such issues are mostly overcome by
planned practices developed over the years. However, a very
striking issue is the attack by various pests, viruses etc. which
lead to the very destruction of well cultivated crops.
One such issue is an attack of “Panama Wilt” on ‘Nanajangud
Rasabalehannu’ (a well- known variety of banana), mainly
grown in Nanjangud and Chamarajnagar Taluks, near Mysore.
What is Panama Wilt disease?
The Panama Wilt disease, a fungal infection caused by the
Fuserium Wilt pathogen, has been the bane of ‘Rasabale’
(Banana)farmers. The symptoms of the disease aggravate and
start showing up just before the ﬂowering stage. The leaves
turn yellow and wither, the base of the stem splits and the
roots rot, destroying the whole plant.
Panama disease (or Fusarium wilt) is a plant disease that infects
banana plants (Musa spp.). It is a wilting disease caused by the
fungus Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense (Foc). The
pathogen is resistant to fungicides and its control is limited to
phytosanitary measures.[1] (From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia ).
Nanjangudu Rasabalehannu
Many of us, particularly people from outside of Karnataka
state, would not have heard of ‘Nanjangudu Rasabalehannu’. It
is a particular choice variety of banana grown especially in and
around Nanjanagudu, near Mysore. Nanjangud rasabale is one
of the iconic fruits of the old Mysore region and is considered to
be Mysore’s pride. It is distinct in taste and aroma unmatched
to any other variety. It is reputedly a luscious fruit loaded with
nutrients and is also said to be the best banana variety in the
world.
The banana is said to have been patronised by Wadiyars, the
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erstwhile ruling family of Mysore and many other prominent
public personalities. Now this famous banana is on the verge of
the extinction due to the Panama Wilt disease. Though the fruit
is in demand, due to adverse impact of the Panama Wilt
disease, farmers are averse to growing it.
Owing to the speciﬁc qualities that are due to the place of
origin (taste, smell and pulp quality), the Nanjangud Rasabale
was given the Geographical Indication (GI) protection in 2005
under the Geographical Indication of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act, 1999. It was hoped that inclusion in the GI
registry would give renewed impetus to its cultivation. The
slump began when water from the Kabini dam was used for
irrigation instead of the rainwater pond in the village. Since
then, Rasabale farmers have shifted to growing other varieties
of banana like the ‘Yelakki Bale’ and ‘Pach Bale’. The pathogen
stays in the soil for 30 years once it gets aﬀected. The ‘suckers’
or the lateral shoots of the parent plant used as planting
material can further propagate the disease.
Nanajanagud Rasabale Cultivation in Melkote
Late Sri M A Lakshmithathachar had taken a sustained interest
in cultivation of Nanjangud Rasabale successfully in Melkote
(Mandya district). Sri Thathachar planted the saplings of
Nanjangud Rasabale, obtained from Dept.of Horticulture,
Mysore in his farm at Melkote. As the saplings were showing
healthy progress in six months , suddenly Panama Wilt struck
them and the leafs of the plants started turning yellowish
following withering of the same and the plants started
collapsing one by one. Sri Thathachar immediately consulted
many experts of the Horticulture dept., agriculturists in
Mandya, Mysore, Tamil Nadu etc. While most of them advised
the use some pesticide formulation on trial and error basis,
others showed helplessness saying it is inevitable.
Sri Thathachar, with his close familiarity and knowledge of
many ancient manuscripts and texts on horticulture,

agriculture etc., set out to adopt some indigenous solutions by
preparation of a unique “native concoction “.He injected the
same into the stem of the withering banana plants and lo, there
was a signiﬁcant improvement in the plants, as it arrested the
decay by the disease. Not giving up, Swamiji , guided by his
expertise in ancient knowledge of botanical practices (using no
pesticide) , employed the combination of wild plants / extracts ,
cattle wastes and home ingredients etc, to treat the Panama
Wilt disease eﬀectively. Sri Thathachar, encouraged by the
developments, increased the frequency and dosage one by
one and was able to save the plants from destruction and
relentlessly nursed the plants ( nearly 70 to 80 no’s) back to full
health , ﬁnally realising a rich harvest of the fruits.
Eco-friendly Agriculture:
It is also important to note that no pesticide has been used at
any stage, thus proving that traditional methods, can still solve
such issues and even result in a robust and healthy agricultural

produce! The “native concoction “ for the formulation was
based on Ayurvedic principles , native folklore knowledge ,
besides practices being followed by traditional farming
community , but long forgotten and buried under present day
impact of western inﬂuence ! As is known, every one
commends pesticides, but what about pesticide residues,
which are highly carcinogenic in nature. Hence there is a need
to turn back on this abhorring practice and listen to the wisdom
of nature and ecological sanity.
This is what prompted Late Sri. Lakshmithathacharya Swami,
to set out on this awesome journey, which has resulted in
remarkable breakthrough and success . Here lies an underlying
but obvious wisdom, for those in the farm sector, to accept and
adopt eco-friendly agricultural practices, which ensures
wisdom and twin beneﬁts of Environmental / ecological
sustainability and public health.

Mind Behind The Final Videos – Raghunand SR
- Dhriti S
Q: Do you like what you are doing
for the Mandayam Sabha?
A: Yes, I do love doing functions,
organizing for the Sabha and
majorly it is just that I like doing
things related to light, sound and
background and things like that.
These are some of the main things
that I like in what I do.

developing interest in a topic then you know you are
interested and how that speciﬁc thing works and you think
"Oh! It works like that". And just in a button things can happen
so quickly, if you are really intrigued in those kind of things then
you will really like what I do
Q: Share your experience in video editing. The good, the bad,
the funny and the ugly

A: I don't know currently because currently the Sabha is run by
people who are just getting to know how technology [actually]
works, so it will be really diﬃcult if people are pushed towards
technological change. But I am hoping that some day we will
have a really good connection between things that are
happening on stage and backstage.

A: So video editing I know that mainly the video editing started
in COVID times because nobody could attend the functions in
auditoriums, so we would have to request people to shoot
videos and send it to us, and I would compile them. Also since I
am the ﬁrst person looking at those videos, it feels like I am the
ﬁrst audience and then after me it circulates and goes to
others. I am proud of the fact of ''I control the full thing'' or that
''everything is on my ﬁngertips''. So that is where you feel the
pride in and I don't think there is much ugliness to complain
about, it is just videos or things that entertain all of us.

Q: What are your tips for beginners to make good videos?

Q: When and why did you get interested in this ﬁeld?

A: I think the main tip is just like what you are doing and don't
do it just because someone else wants you to or is telling you to
do it. If you like what you do then just do it. If you start

A: I was into playing games when I was a kid which led to my
interest in tech. And as I grew up I got more into the latest
inventions with the help of my bay area relatives

Q: Do you have any ideas to make your work easier for you and
for others to make good videos?
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KIDS'CORNER
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Let’s fold Origami - Frog
- Srirangaraj - +91 9844844911

TALENTED &&
GIFTED
TALENTED
GIFTED

LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ ¨ÁtUÀ¼ÀÄ

JA. J ¥ÀzÁä¹¤

EzÀÄ ªÀÄºÁ¨sÁgÀvÀ AiÀÄÄzÀÞ £ÀqÉAiÀÄÄªÁUÀ DzÀ MAzÀÄ ¸ÁégÀ¸ÀåªÁzÀ WÀl£É.

ºÀvÀgÁUÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è ¸ÀAzÉÃºÀªÉÃ E®è! JAzÀÄ §ºÀÄ ¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀ¥ÀlÖ£ÀÄ.

MªÉÄä ¥ÁAqÀªÀgÀÄ MAzÀÄ PÉÆ¼ÀzÀ §½ ªÁ¸ÀªÁVzÀÝgÀÄ. D PÉÆ¼ÀzÀ°è UÀAzsÀªÀðgÀÄ
d®QæÃqÉUÉ §A¢zÀÝgÀÄ. DUÀ zsÀÄAiÉÆðzsÀ£À£ÀÄ ¸ÀÄªÀÄä£É EgÀzÉ UÀAzsÀªÀð£ÉÆA¢UÉ
ªÁUÁézÀPÉÌ E½zÀ£ÀÄ. DUÀ UÀAzsÀªÀðgÉ®ègÀÆ ¸ÉÃj zsÀÄAiÉÆðzsÀ£À£À£ÀÄß ZÉ£ÁßV
¸ÀzÉ§rzÀÄ CªÀ£À£ÀÄß C¥ÀºÀj¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ºÉÆÃUÀ®Ä vÀAiÀiÁj ªÀiÁqÀÄwÛzÀÝgÀÄ. D
¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄPÉÌ ¸ÀjAiÀiÁV CdÄð£À£ÀÄ C°è §AzÀ£ÀÄ. “CAiÉÆåÃ K¤zÀÄ?
zsÀÄAiÉÆðzÀ£À£ÀÄß »ÃUÉ C¥ÀºÀj¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ºÉÆÃUÀ®Ä ªÀåªÀ¸ÉÜ ªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîwÛzÁÝgÉ!
EzÀ£ÀÄß £Á£ÀÄ ºÉÆÃV vÀqÉAiÀÄÄvÉÛÃ£É” JAzÀÄ CdÄð£À£ÀÄ ºÉÆÃV
UÀAzsÀªÀðgÉÆqÀ£É ªÀiÁvÀ£Ár zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À£À£ÀÄß UÀAzsÀªÀðjAzÀ ©r¹PÉÆAqÀÄ
§AzÀ£ÀÄ.

zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À£ÀÄ D LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ ¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ §AzÀÄ
©üÃµÀäjUÉ PÉÆlÖ£ÀÄ. DzÀgÀÆ zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À¤UÉ ¸ÀAzÉÃºÀ«vÀÄÛ.

zsÀÄAiÉÆðzsÀ£À¤UÉ §ºÀ¼À ¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀªÁV,”CdÄð£À, ¤Ã£ÀÄ ¸ÀjAiÀiÁzÀ ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄPÉÌ
§AzÀÄ £À£Àß£ÀÄß PÀ¥ÁqÀzÉ EzÀÝgÉ, UÀAzsÀªÀðgÀÄ £À£Àß£ÀÄß C¥ÀºÀj¹PÉÆAqÀÄ
ºÉÆÃUÀÄwÛzÀÝgÀÄ. ¤£ÀUÉ £À¤ßAzÀ K£ÁzÀgÀÆ ¨ÉÃPÁzÀgÉ PÉÃ¼ÀÄ.” CzÀPÉÌ CdÄð£À£ÀÄ,
“FUÀ £À£ÀUÉ K£ÀÆ ¨ÉÃqÀ. ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄ §AzÁUÀ PÉÃ¼ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É” JAzÀ£ÀÄ.
PÀÄgÀÄPÉëÃvÀæzÀ°è AiÀÄÄzÀÞªÀÅ ¥ÁægÀA¨sÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. ¢£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ PÀ¼ÉzÀgÀÆ ¥ÁAqÀªÀgÀ°è
AiÀiÁgÀÆ ºÀvÀgÁVgÀ°®è. »ÃUÉAiÉÄÃ ¸ÁUÀÄwÛzÀÝgÉ ªÀÄÄAzÉ £ÀªÀÄUÉ ¥ÀgÁdAiÀÄ
¤±ÀÑAiÀÄ JAzÀÄ zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À¤UÉ §ºÀ¼À aAvÉAiÀiÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.

CªÀ£ÀÄ, ”¦vÁªÀÄºÀgÉÃ, J°è D LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ ¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÆr. £À£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ
ElÄÖPÉÆArgÀÄvÉÛÃ£É. £Á¼É AiÀÄÄzÀÞPÉÌ ºÉÆgÀqÀÄªÁUÀ ¤ªÀÄUÉ PÉÆqÀÄvÉÛÃ£É” JAzÀ£ÀÄ.
CzÀPÉÌ ©üÃµÀägÀÄ M¦à D ¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À¤UÉ PÉÆlÖgÀÄ.
ªÀÄgÀÄ¢£À ªÀÄÄAeÁ£ÉAiÉÄÃ PÀÈµÀÚ£ÀÄ CdÄð£À£À£ÀÄß PÀgÉzÀÄ, “CdÄð£À,
zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À£À ºÀwÛgÀ ºÉÆÃV ¤£ÀUÉ ªÀgÀ PÉÆnÖzÀÝ£À¯Áè CzÀ£ÀÄß FUÀ ¥ÀÇgÉÊ¸ÀÄ
JAzÀÄ PÉÃ¼ÀÄ. CªÀ£ÀÄ K£ÀÄ ¨ÉÃPÀÄ JAzÀÄ PÉÃ½zÁUÀ D LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ
¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄ JAzÀÄ PÉÃ¼ÀÄ. FUÀ¯ÉÃ ºÉÆgÀqÀÄ” JAzÀ£ÀÄ. CdÄð£À£ÀÄ
PÀÈµÀÚ ºÉÃ½zÀÝgÀ UÀÆqsÁxÀð K£ÀÆ w½AiÀÄzÉ ªÀÄÄRªÀ£ÀÄß ¥Àæ±ÁßxÀðªÁV
ElÄÖPÉÆAqÀÄ ºÉÆgÀl£ÀÄ.
CdÄð£À£ÀÄ zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À£À ºÀwÛgÀ ºÉÆÃV, ”zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À, £Á£ÀÄ ¤£Àß£ÀÄß
UÀAzsÀªÀðjAzÀ PÁ¥ÁrzÁÝUÀ MAzÀÄ ªÀgÀªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆnÖzÉÝAiÀÄ¯Áè, CzÀ£ÀÄß FUÀ
¥ÀÇgÉÊ¸ÀÄ” JAzÀ£ÀÄ.
CzÀPÉÌ zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À£ÀÄ, “K£ÀÄ ¨ÉÃPÀÄ?” JAzÀ£ÀÄ.

CªÀ£ÀÄ ©üÃµÀägÀ°è ºÉÆÃV,”K¤zÀÄ ¦vÁªÀÄºÀgÉ! ¤ªÀÄUÉ ¥ÁAqÀªÀgÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¦æÃw
ºÉZÁÑVzÉAiÉÄ? ¤ªÀÄäAvÀºÀ ªÉÄÃzsÁ«UÀ½zÀÝgÀÆ
AiÀiÁPÉ E£ÀÆß M§â
¥ÁAqÀªÀgÁzÀgÀÆ ºÀvÀgÁV®è? EzÀPÉÌ®è ¤ªÀÄUÉ CªÀgÀ ªÉÄÃ°gÀÄªÀ C©üªÀiÁ£À
C®èªÁ?” JAzÀÄ ¹rzÁqÀÄvÁÛ£É.

CdÄð£À, “¤£Àß ºÀwÛgÀ EgÀÄªÀ C LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ ¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄ” JAzÁUÀ
zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À£ÀÄ CªÁPÀÌzÀ£ÀÄ. DzÀgÉ PÉÆlÖ
ªÀiÁwUÉ »AwgÀÄUÀzÉ C
¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß CdÄð£À¤UÉ PÉÆqÀ¯ÉÃ¨ÉÃPÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. CdÄð£À£ÀÄ C ¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ vÀ£Àß ²©gÀPÉÌ »AwgÀÄVzÀ£ÀÄ.

F C¥ÀªÁzÀªÀ£ÀÄß vÀzÉAiÀÄ¯ÁgÀzÉ ©üÃµÀä ¦vÁªÀÄºÀgÀÄ, “¸Àj ºÀUÁzÀgÉ,
zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À, ºÉÆÃV C°è LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ
¨ÁtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß EnÖzÉÝÃ£É.
vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ ¨Á” JAzÀÄ DzÉÃ²¹zÀgÀÄ. EzÀ£ÀÄß PÉÃ½ zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À¤UÉ §ºÀ¼À
D£ÀAzÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. £Á¼É ©üÃµÀä ¦vÁªÀÄºÀgÀÄ F LzÀÄ §AUÁgÀzÀ ¨ÁtUÀ½AzÀ D
LzÀÄ ¥ÁAqÀªÀgÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀAºÀj¸ÀÄvÀÛgÉ. ºÁUÁzÀgÉ £Á¼É D
¥ÁAqÀªÀgÉ®è

EzÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ ¸ÁzsÀå? CdÄð£À¤UÉ £À£Àß°è ¨ÁtUÀ½gÀÄªÀ «µÀAiÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ w½¬ÄvÀÄ?
DªÉÄÃ¯É AiÉÆÃZÀ£É ªÀiÁrzÀgÉ zsÀÄAiÉÆðÃzsÀ£À¤UÉ J¯Áè «µÀAiÀÄ w½AiÀiÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
EzÉ®è PÀÈµÀÚ£À vÀAvÀæªÉÃ EgÀ¨ÉÃPÉAzÀPÉÆAqÀ£ÀÄ.
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(A tribute to the stone sculptors of Mahabalipuram,
Tamil Nadu, in the vicinity of which the author
lived for 25 years)
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Poems in Kannada
¢ªÀåzÀ±Àð£À ªÉÄÃ®ÄPÉÆÃmÉ ²æÃ wgÀÄ£ÁgÁAiÀÄt

2.

ಯ
ದ
ವ
ಗಳ
ೕ
,
ಕಮಲ ದಳ
ವ ಕಮಲ ಭನ
ಗಳ
ೕ
,
ಭವ
ನ
ಂತ
ವ ಯನ
ಗಳ
ೕ
,
ಭವ ಭಯ ೕ ಭ
ವ
ವ
ಗಳ
ೕ
.

3. ಎತ
ೕ ದರ ಭವ ವ
ವರಣ,
ಅತ
ವ ಯನ
ದದ ಲ ಯ ವ ದಶ ನ,
ಮ
ೕ ದ
ದಯದ
ದವಳ ದಶ ನ,
ಮ ಮ
ೕ ದವರ ಮನ ಂ ವ ಭವ
ಪ ದಶ ನ.
ವ

4.
ಯ
ಗಳ
ಗನ ದ ಶನ
ವ

1.
ಪಜ

ವ
ವ

ಂದರ
ವ
ಜಲ
ಂದರ

ಗಳ
ೕ
ಗ ,
ೕಪಗಳ ಳ ನ ನ ದ
ಯ
ವ
ಯಣನ
ೕ

ೕ

,
.

ದ
ಖ
ಡಲದ,
ತ ವ ಂ
ಖದ ಭವದ,
ಯ
ೕಡದವ
ಗ
,
ದ
ಗ
ಮ ೕ
.

5. ಎತ ರದ ಟ ದ
ೕ ಯ
ಂತ ಭಗ
ತ,
ಭಕ ಜನ ಭ
ದ ನರ ಂಹ
ೕಗ
ಯ
ಂತ ,
ಪ ಯ
ಅ
ಲಭ
ಗ ಇ
ಎಂ ,
ಭ
ಗ
ೕ ದ ನರಹ ಯ
ಇರ ಸತತ .
ಮ.ಅ.ನ 06 . 09. 20 M.AN.NA.

ಇಂ

ಯ

ೕ

ಪ 1!
ಇಂ
ಯ
ೕ ಈ ಜಗ
ಅ!ಪ! ಇಂ
ಯ ಜಗ
ಳ ಲ ಭಯ ೕತ
ಎಂ
ಗ ಜರ
ಡ ಎಂ
ಸ
ದ
[ಇಂ
ಯ]
ಪ2.!
ಚ
ೕ ದವ
ಹ
ಟ ,
ಪ
ಚದ
ಟ
ವ . [ಇಂ
ಯ.]
ಚ1! ಂ
ರದ ತ
ೕ,
ನ
ೕಂ
ದಪ ದ
ಖ ಡಧ
ತ
ೕ; ಅಂ
ಆ ಗ ಗಳ
ಶಕದ
,
ಕ
ೕ
ೕಗ ಂದ ತ
ೕ. [ ಇಂ
ಯ]
ಚ2! ಮ ಯ ೕ ಆದ
ೕ, ಮ
ರ
ದ
ೕ,
ರ
ೕ ೕ
ದ ,
ಂ
ಗದ ಲಗ ಂದ
ರಸ
ಎಚ ರ ಂದ ವ
ೕ.
[ಇಂ
]
ಚ3! ವಯ
ದವರ ಅ
ಗಮ
ೕ,
ಕ ಮಕ ಳ
ಅಕ
ಂದ ರ
ೕ;
ಅಂ
ಹಲ
ಲ ಗ ,
ಅಂತ ಲ ದ
ಯ.
ಲ
ಓ ಸ . [ಇಂ
ಯ]
ಚ4! ಹ
ಲ ಗ
ದ ಂ
ಡ
,
ಮ
ಂ
ಪದ
ಢ
ಮ ಬರ
,
ನ
ಕ
ೕ
ಹ
ೕ ,
ನರಹ ಯ
ಳ
ಥ ಕ
ೕ.
{ ೕ ಜಯ ಸರ "ಇಂ
ಪ ವ
ೕ " ಆಧ
, ಸರ
ತ}
ಮ . ಅ. ನ.

( 05- 03- 2021 )
M . An. Na.
ೕ
ೕ ಂದ
1.

ೕ
ಎಂದ
ಒಬ ರ
ಬ
ಇಬ
ತ ೕನ
ರ
,
ಭಕ ಭಗ
ತನ ಭವ

ವ

ಗಮ

ೕ ಂ
ಎಂದ
ಇ ವ ,ತ
ಧನ

.

,
ಳ

ೕವನ
ಗ ವ
ೕ ದ
ೕ ,
ೕವನ ಥ ಕ
ದ
ೕ ಂದ, ೕ
ರ
ೕ , ೕ ತ ತ
ದ
ೕ ಂದ.
3.
ೕ
ೕಕ
ೕ ಂದನ
ೕಕ,
ೕ
ೕ ಂದನ
,
ೕ
ೕ ಂದರ
ಗಮದ , ನರಹ ಕ
ಪ
ಣ
ರ .
ಮ ಅ ನ 09.02.21 M.AN.NA.
2.

Title: ಇಪ

ಇಪ

ದ

ವ

ಂ

________________________
1. ಇಪ ನ
ಂ ,
ಇಪ
ಂದರ
ಂ ,
ಆಪ
ಂದ
ರ
,
ೕ
ಂ .
2. ಭಯ ೕ ಯ
,
ನ
ಂ
,
ವರದಯ ಂದ,
ಒ
.
3.
ಅ
ಇಪ
ಇಪ
,
ಸದ
ೕ
ಯಡವ
,
ಎ
ಂ
ಕಷ ಗಳ
,
ಎ
ಜನರ
ಂ
.
4. ಇ
ದ
, ಮ ಯ ೕವನ
ನ ಸ
,
ಲಗ ಎ
ಕಷ ಗ ಎಂ
,
ಹರಸ ನಮ
ನರಹ ಎಂ ಂ
.
5.
ಸ ವ ಷ ಇಪ
ಂ ,
ಹ ಷದ
ಂ ,
ಸಲ
ಂ ,
ಂ ದ
ರ ತ
ೕವನ ನಡಸ ಂ .
6.
ಂ
ಲ ಯ
ಮ
ಕ ,
ಂ
ಂ
ೕಡ
ಈಪ
ರ
ಡ
, ಇಂ
ಮ
ಲರ ಆ
ೕಗ
ಡ ,
ಂ ನರಹ ಯ
ಡ
ೕವನ
ಸ
.
-------

ಮ .ಅ .ನ 01.01.2021. M.AN.NA.
ೕಎಂ.
ೕಶ ರಯ
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-----------------------------೧. ಅ ಂಥಹ ಅ
ತ ವ ತ ವಯ
ಇಂಥಹ
ಕವ ಬ
ಅಪ
ಪವ
೨. ಅ ರ
,
, ಖರ ಆ
ೕಚ ,
ಷ
ೕಜ , ಎಲ ದರ
ಂ
೩. ಪ ಗ ಪರ 'ತಕ
'ಗಳ
ಣ
ಟ
ಜ
ಯ
ತ'
ಅ
ಶ ೕಮ, ಸರಳ
ಥ ಕ ೕವನ
ಇಂ
ಯ ಂ
ೕಜ ಗಳ ಅಗ

೪. '

ರತ ರತ '
ಗಳ
ಮ
ರ
ವ ಷಗಳ ಂ
ೕವನ
ಜನ
ಯ ನರಹ ಯ
ಡ
ೕಣ
ಸ ಎಂ. . ಅವ
ನಮನ
----------ಮ.ಅ. ನ. M.AN.NA.
೧೫/೦೯/೨೦೨೦ ಅ
ತರ ನ

ೕಚ
’

ೕಮ

ಕ

ಟಕದ

ಯನ

ೕ

ಜರ

ಭವ
Smt.

ಇ

ಯವ

...

ೕ ಗ ೕತ ವ
ಆ
ದ ಮ
ವಭಕ ಕ
ಲ ಜ ಂದ
ಆಪ
ಂ , ೕ
ಯ
ಅ ಂದ
ಯ
ಯಳ
ಜ
ದ . ಅ ನ
ನ
ಜ
ವನ
ಮಗಳ
ೕತ
ಂದ
ಣಪ
ದ . ಇದ ಂದ
ಷ
ದ
ಜ ,
ಯ ರ
ಗಳ
ೕಕ
ೕ ಷ ವ ೕ ಪ ದ .
ಂ ...
ಲ
ಲದ
ೕ
ಯ
ಕನ ನ
ಒಂ
ನ
ಯಣ
ೕ ,ಅ
ಹ ರದ
ವ
ಅರಣ ಮ
ಲ ೕ ಡಗ ಂದ
ವ ಯಲ ಟ ಒಂ
ತದ
, ಆ
ತ ಂದ
ತನ
ಪ
ಪ
ಡ
ಂ
ಆ ಶ ತ . ಈ
ರವ
ದ
ವಧ ನ , ಆ ಯ ರ ಸ
ಯ
ಲ ಭಟರ
ಕ
ಟ
. ಅರಣ ದ
ವ
ತವ
ಸ ೕ
ಅ
ಲಭ
ರ ಲ . ಅ ಯ ಅರಣ ದ
ಸ
ಂ ದ ಅ ಕ ಹ ಜನ ,
ಜನ ಆ ಯ ರ
ಸ
ಯ
ಂತ .
ೕ
ಭಗವ
ಜ
ತವ
ಭ
ಂದ
ಂದ ಕರ
ಯಣನ
ಪ ಕಟ
ದ . ಭವ
ದ, ಅತ ಂತ
ಂದರ ದ
ಯಣರ
ೕ ಅವರ ಕ
ಗ ಂದ
ಆ
ಗ
ಪವ
ದ . ಅಂ
ಬ
ನ
ವತ ರ, ಮಕರ ಕ
ನವ
ಭ ನ. ಇ
ಲಯ
,
ಯಣರ
ಗಹ ಪ
ಪ
ರ
ಸ
. ಆ ಎಲ ಲಸಗಳ
ಆ ಯ
ೕ
ಜ
ವಧ ನ
ರ
ಡ
ಂ ದ .
ಇ
ಸಮಯದ
ಯ
(
)
ಮ
ೕಹರ ದ
ಲಕ
ಭವ ಂದ
ದ
' ಜಯ
ಯಣನ'
ಲಯ ಒಂದ
ಸ
ಶ
ದ .
ಆ
ಲಯದ
ಣವ
ಯ ಗತ
ಸ
ಂತ
ರ ದ .
ಯಣರ
ಯ
ಪ
ಪ
ಯಣ
ಯ
ಜಯ
ಯಣನ
ಯ ಪ
ಪ
ನ
ಭವ ಂದ
ೕ
ಯ ರ
ರ ಯ
ಂಗ
ರ
ಸಲ
.
ಯಣನ
ಪ
ಪ
ಂಡ
ನ
ಜ ಂಭ
ಂದ ನ
,
ಲಯದ
ೕ
ೕ
ರ
ಗಮ
ನ
. ಅ
ಲದ
ೕಳ
ತಮ
ಜ ಸರ
ಪ
ಪ
ಯಳ
ಜದ
ಬ
ದ . ಒಂ
ಸಲ
ಜ
ವಧ ನ ಅವರ
ತಲ
ನವ
,
ೕ
ದ .
ವಧ ನನ
ೕ
. ಇದರ
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ನ
ೕ
ತಲ
ನ
ಪ
ಪ
.
ಕ
ಟಕದವ
ಹ
ೕರಯಣ
ಜರ
ಇಂ ತ
ಪ
ಪ
ಂದ
ೕ
.

ಯ
' ೕ
ಯಳ
. ಉತ ರ ಕ
ಯ
ಪ
ರ
.

ೕಮ

ಆ

ಯಣನ'
ಜ ಆಗ ಉತ ರ
ಟಕದ ಗದ ನ
ಡ
ೕ
ಚ
ಯಣರ
ಯ
ಣ

ಪ
ಸಲ ಟ ಎಲ
ವ ಗ
ನಗಟ
ಆ ಧ
ಗ ,
ಕ ಮಗ , ವಷ
ೕ ಗ -ತತ ಗ
ಎಲ ವ
ಗ ಂಥ
ಪದ
ದ . ಇಂ
ಅ
ೕ ನ
.

ನ
ನ

ವ
ವ
ಖ

ಯ
ಜ
ೕ
ಜ
ಯಣ ರದ
ಒಂ
ಮಠವ
ಅ ೕ
ದ .
ಯಣ
ಉತ
ಗಳ
ರ
ಸ
ಉತ ವ
ಇಲ ಂಬ
ಂ ಯ
ಗ, ಆ
( ಮ ಯ),
ಯ
ದಶಹನ
ಬ
ಇ ವ
ಗ ಸಪ
ನ ಆ ಯ
.
ಒಡ
ತಮ
ಲ
ಷ
ಗಳ
ಂ
ಹ
ೕ
ಉತ ವ
ಯ
ಕ
ದ .ಉತ ವ
ಯ
" ಲ
ೖ" ಎಂ
ಕ ದ .
ಲ
ೕತ ವ,
ಪ
ೕತ ವ,
ೕತ ವ,
ವತ
ೕತ
ಗಳ
ನ ಸ
ಏ
ದ .
ನ
ಎಲ
ಭವಗ
ೕ
ರ
ನ
.
ಯಣ ರ
ಅವರ
ಧನ
ೕತ
,ಅ
ಅವರ
ಯ
ಖ ಯ
.
ಲ
ಅವ
ವ
ರ ಲ,
ೕ ಯ ಅಕ ಯ
ತ
ದ .
12-13 ವಶ ಗ
ಅವ
ಅ
ವ .
ದ ಆ ಪ ಶವ
ಊರ
ಪ ವ
ಎಲ
ವಸ ಯ
ಏ
, ಅವ ಗ ಭಗ
ತನ
ಂಕಯ ಗಳ
ಂ
ಂದ
ಡ
ಎಲ
ಕಯ ಗಳ
ಟ .
ಯ ವಯ

ಆ ಯ
ೕ
ಭಗವ
ಜ
ದಕ ದ
, ಅನ ಮತವ
ೕ ಸ ಲ.
ಜ ದ
ವಧ ನ
ೕ ಷ ವ
ಮತವ
ೕಕ ದ
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Lockdown Times – A Boon in My Life
M.S.Vikram
S/o M.S.Vijaya Narayan
Mandyam Thondanoor(Shirasthadar) family
pregnant wife assisting her in all the chores. As D day arrived, I
was pacing heaven to earth for the result, more anxious than
an IAS aspirant. Finally,as scheduled on the 7th of April 2020,
my apple of the eye, beloved ViharikaAthrey came down to
earth from heaven. By god's grace, it was a natural childbirth
without any hassle and complications.
As I was working from home, I was able to monitor and watch
her growth from day 1 onwards and I fully enjoyed the
responsibility of parenting. I realised how the bonding
develops between father and daughter. I could visualize the
thread of bonding between child and the parents.
There is also a dark lining for every silver cloud, which means
that there was a ban for movement of vehicles intra district due
to lockdown. My parents were in Bangalore whereas my wife
was in her mother's house at Mysore. Shuttling between
Bangalore and Mysore during the traﬃc restrictions and
permits was managed by me with lot of prudence. However, I
could travel intra district with zero traﬃc, which was another
blessing.
When the whole world was inquisitive about the vaccine to
overcome the pandemic, I was anxious about my new oﬀspring
expected to come in April 2020. The pregnancy period of my
wife passed without any signiﬁcant incident. It was a
pleasurable moment to feel the movement of baby inside the
belly of the mother. Indirectly I too used to share the pangs of
sweet pain of childbirth.
As luck would be, the pandemic, which was a curse worldwide,
was in fact, a boon in my life. I was instructed by my company to
work from home, I was given a lot of cushion to be with my

Getting the basic toiletry and miscellaneous items was a
nightmare as all the malls and infancy stores were completely
locked during the pandemic lockdown phase I & II. With all
these challenges, we managed to bring up the child into a
healthy baby with normal growth. Thanks to my parents, inlaws and my wife for all the eﬀorts and endurance they put up
during the crisis period.
My heartfelt thanks to friends and relatives for sparing the
essential and vital items for the new baby and mother during
the crisis. Now there is girl who stole my heart, she calls me
Ayya.

Pressures on the Healthcare System
-Ramya Jayasimha
The past year has been a
very diﬃcult and diﬀerent
one. The COVIS 19
pandemic caused by the
SARSCoV 2 virus has caused
a drastic change in the way
that we live our lives, and no
area more so than
healthcare.
It has been surreal seeing the world change so drastically.
Being in lockdown with the rest of the world was a very weird
experience. We could not travel, meet our loved ones or even

get out of the house, and the feeling of being cooped up was
oppressive at times. However, I felt like there were some
positives to appreciate. There was ﬁnally time to learn some
new skills, reconnect with those I hadn't spoken to for a while,
and to just appreciate the stillness of life for a while.
As a postgraduate doctor [MD Microbiology] working in
Victoria hospital right now, I got to witness the ﬁrst-hand
eﬀects of this unprecedented situation. Victoria was
designated as a fully COVID hospital last February. I have been
involved in screening, diagnosis, in the VRDL lab, conducting
RTPCR, antigen testing and research.
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This has been a situation that nobody ever expected to face in
their lifetimes. All the theory about pandemics in our textbooks
has suddenly come to life. The sheer number of people
requiring ICU care was overwhelming both logistically and
emotionally. One thing that lockdown accomplished was that it
gave the healthcare system time to step up the infrastructure
to meet the demand. The lab at Victoria, which initially used to
process a hundred samples per day, now processes upwards of
ﬁve thousand from all over Karnataka.
Wearing PPE and working was challenging. Six hours with no
breaks in an extremely hot and sweaty suit was frustrating. We
would frequently get bruised noses at the end of our shifts due
to the airtight N95 masks, and our hands were constantly
chapped due to sanitizer. The PPE consisted of 3 layers of
jumpsuits and aprons and took around 30 minutes to get on
and oﬀ. Apart from that, quarantining from my own family

while doing COVID duty was tough. Constant video calls were a
lifeline to the outside world.
The frustration of working in such conditions, to then be met by
lax attitudes like, the virus “isn't that serious” or “we'll get over
it”, is frustrating to say the least. Over 11 million people have
been aﬀected in India with over 158 thousand deaths, of which
my grandfather has been one. The situation may be
experiencing a short lull, but it is by no means an excuse to stop
being alert.
If there is one thing that we have learnt from the last year, it is
that the world can change at any time. I urge everyone eligible
to take the vaccine, continue personal precaution, maintain
distancing measures, and be constantly vigilant.
(This article was written before the second wave, as the reader
may realize)

Virtual Classes in Covid Era
-Mythili Srinivas
I always feel proud of my profession. It is the only profession
which gives rise to all other profession. We teachers never
work for the income but for the outcome.
The Pandemic times were a learning for all teachers to jump
into the world of virtual teaching - which was totally unknown
and unheard (at least in our country.) In my case, it was a
blessing in disguise that my 2 grown-up son's (doing their
masters & bachelors respectively) were at home because of
the same reason. They were my actual teachers. It was like
training the trainer. My house became a workshop for
everyday learning. Even my husband, a banker, helped me to
understand excel sheets.
Though I had the experience of using smart boards at school,
some things were totally new. No doubt we were given some
training from the Institution, before we started the online
sessions. But the actual challenges were known, only when we
started the sessions on our own. At that stage, my sons were of
help. Right from “share screen, work on multiple tabs & switch
to audio/video, supervising the multiple students while
teaching, doing power point presentation innovatively,
conducting quizzes, games using the keys provided by zoom
etc., I learnt it all & can now operate smoothly. All these made
me more conﬁdent, changed my perspective towards others,
and made me more humble, more humane. It was fun being a
student to your own children.
More astonishing is that fact that today's kids of age 10-12 (the
age group whom I teach-grade 6 & 7) are smart & tech-savvy
but lag behind in spellings, are unable to comprehend properly,
have short memory and their handwritings are not legible.
They lack social skills and shy away by distancing themselves
from others and more & more kids are turning into introverts!
Maybe these are the most annoying impacts that these
electronic gadgets have on growing kids.
To sum up, it is an advantage for students as virtual classes
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provide ﬂexibility, anonymity, accessibility & mobility to name
a few major points. Similarly it is a disadvantage for teachers, as
the major concern is the quality of eﬀective learning suﬀers,
internet connection can have issues, smooth ﬂow of teaching
is disrupted because of technical glitches, time consuming /
wastage of time because of lack of computer skills, rise in
dishonesty of students (both in live classroom sessions & in
tests & exams), minimal supervision etc,.
The common factors which both teachers & students miss are,
meeting each other face-face, giving high-ﬁves, exchange of
books, playing team games, exchange of lunch boxes among
children, patting as part of appreciation, hugging as part of
care & concern, basically the personal touch & personal
attention which have taken a back seat and are the most
signiﬁcant elements in schooling & growing years of children
that connects individuals emotionally. However, once the
rapport is built in any relationship, all other things will fall in
place automatically.
Hopefully coming days will bring about changes and help us to
bridge the wide gap made in this so called COVID era.

Health Care Management
During The Pandemic
Dr. Roopashree M Rangayyan
Asst Prof., SIHS, SIU(DU)
Being in the health care
management sector for
almost two decades, we
knew that this lockdown
costs more lives and the
functional capacity of
others will be crippled. I
am sharing my
professional experience
during this Pandemic. As there was a deluge of information
from the internet and social media, the situation was well
providing us clues for better preparations. Initially, I was
involved in collecting all the protocols and guidelines from
diﬀerent websites, which were modiﬁed multiple times by the
ICMR, WHO, MOHFW web portals, just to understand the
mammoth wave of a pandemic that would strike diﬀerent
parts of the world.
In the working arena, I was accustomed to interacting with
400-500 people like students, colleagues, oﬃce staﬀs, front
line health care workers on day-to-day basis. Suddenly, order
from the university head to work from home was a blessing in
disguise. We wanted to utilize this opportunity to enhance
knowledge, skills, and ability. Being in the academic sector was
an added advantage. We attended numerous webinars almost
spending 12-15 hours per day on diﬀerent topics of health care
management.
Teaching and providing professional management lectures
became real-time and online. This allowed exploring diﬀerent
platforms like zoom, teams, CiscoWebEx, google meet, etc.
Practically from the physical mode of teaching, we started
operating real-time online mode education, catering to
diﬀerent parts of the Indian sub-continent where our students
would log in and listen. The synchronized and Asynchronized
mode of educating was a delight and convenient too.
To my surprise, I was nominated for the induction program incharge of my institute. We conducted this series of health care
management programs with multiple international delegates.
Since no travel and no Facility arrangements were required, the
event was cost-eﬀective, eﬃcient and time management was
appropriately performed.
On the 25th of March 2019, when the Indian government gave a
green signal for telemedicine to be functional, a whole box of
ideas opened. There were numerous possibilities for us to
explore.
We attended the webinars, training for doctors conducted by
the Ministry of health to understand the Nitty-Gritties and how
to practice telemedicine. The passion for telemedicine made us
undertake this as a project. We knew there is no end to the
madness of science and technology in this digital world. To
commission telemedicine in a superspecialist hospital, we got

immersed in resource allocations, vendor analysis meetings,
techno commercials, auditing, scientiﬁc expert inputs, and
advisory body member as a representative. We attended
training programs as a doctor and as hospital administrator
also. This was bliss and enjoyed every moment of the technical
encounters.
We conducted webinar series on telemedicine and this is now
available on YouTube. We had sown the seeds of telemedicine
and digital technology to our MBA-HHM students who 16 of
them took Summer internship projects in the telemedicine
sector in diﬀerent parts of India. The excitement became a
blast when these students delivered deliberations on
telehealth and telemedicine for 3 long days with the theme
"Distance does not matter, India Emerging as a leader in
telemedicine". Post webinar, we wrote research papers,
journal articles for publications on international websites.
Our organization took a call to make sure we work on the
campus on online mode from November 2020 and our students
are still working from home mode. This gave us more time to
prepare teaching aids like ppt Presentations, attend and
anchor webinars every Saturday with technology in a cuttingedge model. We planned and participated in webinars and
invited stalwarts to provide inputs on Artiﬁcial Intelligence and
Machine learning, Internet of things, Wearable devices, Organ
donation, Robotics and automation in health care, Remote
consultations with specialists, targeted treatments, and the
availability of intuitive mobile apps, Big data analysis, etc.
On the professional growth, redeﬁning ourselves with
diﬀerent training programs, the capacity building gave us the
opportunity to remotely attend the conﬁdential meetings
which were conducted by the MOH and health authority of
India. The Government of India had roped us for auditing the
health care facility during the pandemic to see for the seamless
functioning of the hospital. With WHO and MOHFW
collaboration, these conﬁdential online training programs
were given to many health care quality auditors for redeﬁning
and understanding the new normal
Being a technocrat, we executed to optimize our resources to
hop and jump from one web portal to another to teach Master
of business management students, Masters of public
administration, and distance education students too. The
versatility aspects being a Faculty of management, we
redeﬁned our thought process to understand, assimilate
newer dimensions of Business communication, Talent
management, Business intelligence, Health insurance, and
Quality and Accreditation in health care. Playing with diﬀerent
ﬁelds of health care management and getting a taste of this
combo oﬀer, we worked on the students' projects,
dissertations, articles, and research papers at odd hours.
Conducting exams on a virtual platform was a challenge. With
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the help of IT support, term end exams were conducted
seamlessly and results declared online.

stronger they become. The new normal enhanced our
capabilities and made us “Athmanirbhar”.

The outcomes were numerous e-certiﬁcates on topics related
to newer innovations and transformation in health care as a
service sector. Faculty development programs gave us insights
into the incorporation of internationalization.
The research was the stepping stone during the Pandemic.
Since hospital protocols were laid, structured data was
available regarding hand wash hygiene, personal protective
devise usage, and hospital-acquired infections where we
analyzed and interpreted for documentation purposes and
utilized it for Scopus, high impact research paper publications.
As the world is one family, in this digital era, managing others'
lifestyles, diseases, disorders, and disabilities and contributing
to the health and safety of the needy gave intense joy and
satisfaction. Practicing evidence-based Medicine and evident
based medicine to provide high quality care is the need of the
hour. Mind and muscle are alike, the more you use them the

Qualiﬁcations of the author Dr.Roopashree Rangayyan M.B.B.S., M.H.Sc.(Diabetology), M.H.A., M.B.A.,
P.G.D.H.H.M.,PG. DACG., PG.QM& AHO., Dip CMH., Principle
Internal Lead Assessor NABH, NQAS External Assessor, (Ph. D,
in Finance & Management in Health care)

Intensive Interning in the Pandemic
- Divya M.A
13th March 2020, we friends said bye to each other thinking we
would meet after a relaxing week. Working tirelessly for years,
we thought a week oﬀ would seem like a year oﬀ. But hey
wait…. Who knew that would actually turn into one year? For
the millennials or the Gen Z, it is Before Corona(BC) and After
Corona(AC), pre lockdown and post lockdown, who knew we
such terms existed?!
The whole world experienced it in a way while the healthcare
professionals faced it in another. Surgeries, cardiology,
nephrology, the lines between the department all became a
blur, the departments got combined and had to work as a
single unit against the virus. Outpatient department were
empty while all of them who came had to get temperatures
checked, nose and throat swab done, the routine checkups
changed overnight. The doctor patient relation now had a
distance of 6 feet. Treating patients became monotonous as all
of them had to be treated for the virus now. All other diseases
seemed non-existent for that period.
Breathing fresh air freely looked like a crime as everyone was
masked up, removing the mask in open space was looked down
upon and pure air was supplied through oxygen tanks. For us,
the outside weather did not seem to bother much as wearing
the PPE kit made it feel like dessert weather. In a weird sense,
life had come to a standstill though the virus was making its
progress rapidly. Day after day, treating patients with the same
medicines - some made it through while some did not. We had
to keep all our emotions aside and treat the patients, imagining
ourselves to be a robot.
Without any set guidelines, no idea about what new we would
discover the next second about the disease, we continued to
put in our eﬀorts. Seeing so many people lose their lives every
day was a harsh reality. Sleepless nights, countless doctors,
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continuous monitoring, various medications and endless
prayers, we hoped all this would save the patient and they go
back to their homes to experience the new normal.
What we thought would end in the year 2020 has extended
upto the next year. Being up close in this situation makes me
scared and yet thankful that my close ones and I are safe and
healthy currently. Being at home and doing nothing is what we
all wished for I guess, but who knew it would happen this way
right? Probably we have to ﬁnd our silver lining on every cloudy
day; I guess this is the time to do it.
The things we thought were a curse are the same things which
are bringing us close at this point of time. Video calls and
interaction with patients, their family members and our own
family members is now the new way of interaction. I guess
suddenly all the age old Indian traditions of washing hands and
legs as soon as we enter the house, changing our clothes and
doing the traditional Namaste made perfect sense. I guess the
new normal, instead of a hi and a hug, is Namaste now!

PÀgÉÆÃ£Á ªÀuÁA¥Á ªÀuÁA
-JA. J. ¥ÀzÁä¹¤
MgÀÄ ªÀµÀðªÀiÁ J®ègÀÄPÀÄÌA
¥É Ç ÃgÀ Ä ªÀ i Á¬Ä ¥É Ç Ã¬ÄPÀ Ì £ À ð .
J£ÀPÉÆwÛÃPÉÃ C£ïß, JAUÀqÉÃ
ºÁvÀÄªÁ¼ÀPï ªÀÄlÄÖªÉÄÃ C£ÀÄß,
JAUÀqÉÃ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÁAiÀÄvÀÛPÀÄÌªÉÄÃ
C£ïß, £ÀªÀÄäqÉÃ HgÀÄPÉÌÃ C£ïß,
£ÀªÀÄäqÉÃ gÁdåvÀPÉÌÃ C£ïß, £ÀªÀÄäqÉ
zÉ Ã ±À v À Û P É Ì Ã C¯Áè z É , ¥À Ç wð
¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀvÀÛPÉÌÃ “MgÀÄ ªÀgÀêªÀiÁa,
E£ÀÆß JvÀÛ£ÉÃ £Á¼À¥Áà E¥Ààr”
C¤ßaÑ¥ÉÇÃ¬ÄPÀÌ£Áð.
AiÀiÁgÉÆÃ MvÉÆÛA ªÀÄÄmÁÖ¼ÉÆA ¥ÀæAiÉÆÃUÁ®AiÀÄvï¯É, CAzï
“PÀgÉÆÃ£Á” Qæ«ÄAiÉÄ PÀAqÀÄ¥ÀÅraÑAzÉÆÃ ¥ÉÇÃgÉÆA, EAzï ªÀiÁ¢æ
MvÁÛ ½ £É Æ ß MvÁÛ ¼ À P À Ä Ì ¥À g À q À g À z À Æ ¥É Ç ÃgÉ Æ A, JAUÉ CAzï
CAlÄgÉÆÃUÉÆÃ £ÀªÀÄä¼ÀPÀÄÌ ªÀgÀzÉÆÃ C£ÀÄßlÄÖ ¨sÀAiÀÄwÛ£ÉÆß fÃ«QÌgÀzÀÆ
¥ÉÇÃgÉÆ, EAzÀ lockdown CAvÉÆ ¥ÉÇÃgÀªÉÄÃ ¥ÉÇÃgÉÆA.
KAUÀqÉ ºÁvï¯ÉÃ CAvÉÆ MgÀÄ ªÁgÀÄµÀªÀiÁ £ÀjAiÀiÁªÉÃ eÁUÀævÉAiÀiÁ
PÉÆÃ«¯ï, Mall, Crowded Market, £ÀjAiÀÄ UÀÄA¥ÀÅ¯ÉÃ
¥ÉÇÃºÁzÉÃ, lÆgï VÃgï D£ÀÄßlÄÖ HgÀÄ ZÀÄvÁÛzÉ, hotel®èPÀÄÌ
¥ÉÇÃgÀ¢PÀÌmÉÆÖ, CAUÀwÃ ¸Á¥Áqï ºÁvÀÄPÀÄÌ PÉÆAræPÁÌzÉÃ EgÀÄAzÉÆÃ.
EzÀÄ ¥ÉÇÃgÁzÉÃ CAlÄ, ºÁvÀ¯ÉÃ, “PÀgÉÆÃ£Á” ªÀgÁzÉÃ EPÀÌgÀÄvÀPïÌ
ªÀÄ¼ÀºÀÄ, zÁ°Ñ¤ß, ®ªÀAUÉÆ, EAdÄ ¥ÉÇÃlÄ nÃ ¥ÀtÂÚ ¸Á¥ÀmÉÆÖA.
EvÀÛ£É J¯Áè eÁUÀævÉ ªÁAPÉÆAqÁ¯ÉÆ, MgÀÄ FunctionPÀÄÌ
¥É Ç Ã¬ÄlÄÖ ºÁvÀ P À Ä Ì ªÀ A zÉ Æ ÃA-CvÀ Û £ É A iÉ Ä Ã! J£À P À Æ Ì , JAqÉ
AiÀÄdªÀiÁ£ÀgÀÄPÀÆÌ Corona +ve ªÀAzÉÃ GqÀÄvÀÄ. gÉÆA§ªÉÃ
«avÀæªÀiÁ£À gÉÆÃUÉÆÃ ¥Á EzÀÄ. AiÀiÁgÀPÀÆÌ ªÀgÀzÀÄ ªÁAqÁ¥Àà. EzÀÄ
MgÉÆ ¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå dégÉÆÃ C£ÀÄß. CvÉÆÛÃqÉ UÀAl®Ä »A¸É, NzÉÆÃ MgÀÄ
xÀgÁ ¸ÀAPÀmÉÆ, ¸ÀÄ¸ÀÛAvÉÆ PÉÃPÀªÉÃ ªÁAqÁA. ªÀÄqÀ¥À½î¯É PÁ¦ü
ZÉÃPÀÌgÀvÀÄÛPÉÆÌA PÀÄað ¥ÉÇÃmïPÉÆAqÀÄ ¥ÀtÄÚPÉÆArAzÉ. £ÀjAiÀiÁ ¥ÉÇÃzÀÄ
(10 ¤«ÄµÉÆÃ) GPÁÌgÀvÀPÉÆÌ D¢ð¯Éè, ¤£ÉÆßgÀvÀPÀÄÌ, £ÀqÀPÀgÀvÁPÀÌAvÉÆ
CzÉðÃ E¯Éè. ¸Àj vÀÄAPÉÆÃ¯Á C£ÁßPÀ, vÀÆPÉÆ ªÀAzÁPÀ ¸Àj, E®èAmÁPÀ
MgÉÃ ¸ÀAPÀmÉÆ ªÀAzÀÄ ªÀÄÄzÀÄgÀÄPÉÆAqÉÃ EPÀÌ¯ÁèA C¤ßQÌ£Àð. ªÁAiÉÄ¯Áè
MtAzÀÄlÄÖ UÀAl°£ÉÆß ºÉÆmÉÖªÀÄlÄÖªÉÄÃ MtAzÀÄ MtAzÀÄ ¥ÉÇÃgÀ£À.
¸Á¥ÁqÀÄ wAr M£ÉÆß ¸ÁªÀqÀgÀvÀPÉÌÃ D¢ð¯Éè. gÀAqÀÄ Erè E¯Éè MgÀÄ
zÉÆÃ±É CvÀÛ£ÉAiÉÄÃ PÀµÉÆÖ ¥ÀlÄÖ ¸ÁªÀmÁPÀ eÁ¹Û.
ºÁvï¯ÉÃ gÀAqÉÃ ¥ÉÃgÀÄ EgÀAzÀÄlÄÖ, gÀAqÀÄ ¥ÉÃgÀÄPÉÆÌ “PÀgÉÆÃ£Á”
ªÀAzÀÄmÁÖPÀ CAvÉÆ, gÉÆÃA§ªÉÃ PÀµÉÆÖ. ªÉÃgÉ AiÀiÁgÉÆÃ ºÁvÀPÀÄÌ ªÀgÀ¥Ààr
E¯Éè, PÁAiÀÄðvÀÛªÀ¼ÀAvÉÆ, ﬁrst wave ¯ÉAiÉÄÃ ¤°èZÁÑa. EAzï MqÀA§Ä
ªÀaÑPÉÆAqÉÃ £ÁA§¼ÉÃ, ¥ÁvÉÆæÃ ªÀ¼ÀPÀÌuÉÆÃ, £ÁA§¼ÉÃ ºÁA ¥ÉgÀQ
ªÀÄ¼ÀÄºÀuÉÆ, vÀÄtÂ vÉÆÃaÑPÉÆÃuÉÆA, CvÀÛ£ÉÃ C¯ÁèzÉ vÀ¼ÀºÉÃ PÀÆqÀ
¥ÀtÚuÉÆ. C§â§â¨Áâ !
CzÁZÁ ! JAqÉ AiÀÄdªÀiÁ£ÀgÀPÀÄÌ “PÀgÉÆÃ£Á +ve” ªÀAzÁgÀzÉÆ,
BBMPªÁ gÁwæ ¥ÀvÁÛA ªÀÄtÂ¯ÉÃ phone ¥ÀtÂÚ “¤ªÀÄUÉ dégÀ EzÉAiÀiÁ?
comorbiditis EzÉAiÀiÁ? ºÁUÁzÀgÉ FUÀ¯ÉÃ ambulance
PÀ½¸ÀÄvÉÛÃªÉ, hospitalUÉ admit DUÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ” C£ÀÄßlÖ. £ÀA§¼ÀPÁÌ
MqÀA§Ä ¸Àj¬Ä¯Éè. JvÀÛ£É ªÀÄlÖPÀÄÌ C£ÁßPÁ ªÉÃgÉ AiÉÆÃZÀ£É ªÀgÀªÉÃ E¯Éè,
BBMPªÁ JAUÀ¼ÀPÀÄÌ AiÉÆÃZÀ£É ¥ÀtÚgÀvÀPÉÆÌ time PÀÄqÀÄPÀ«¯Éè. ¸Àj
C£ÉÆßÃ. CªÀ gÁwæ 12.30PÉÌ ambulance C¤¦ZÀÑ. £Á£ÀÄ CªÀgÉÆÃqÉ
¥ÉÇÃgÀ¥Ààr E¯Éè, ambulance¯É CªÀgÀÄ ªÀiÁvÉÆæ ¥ÉÇÃ¬Ä admit

D£Ágï. Government hospital¯Éè £À£ÁßªÉÃ treatment ¥ÀuÁÚ.
£Á£ÀÄ PÀgÉÆÃ£Á +ve EgÀAzÁ¯ÉÆÃ ¥ÉÇÃ¬Ä ¥ÁPÀÌgÀ¥Ààr E¯Éè.
N¢AzÁ¯ÉÆÃ ¥sÉÇÃ£ï¯ÉAiÉÄÃ. CAUÉ MgÀÄ ªÁgÉÆ EPÀÌuÉÆ C£Àß. MgÀÄ
ªÁgÀvÀPÀÄÌ vÀÄtÂ, ¥ÉÃ¸ïÖ, §æµï, ¸ÉÆÃ¥ÀÅ, J¯Áè C£À¦à C£ÀÄßlÄÖ ¥sÉÇÃ£ï
¥ÀuÁÚgï. AiÀiÁgï PÉÆAqÀÄ ¥ÉÇÃ¬Ä PÀÄqÀÄPÀÌgÁ? PÉÆÃ«qï C£Áß¯ÉÃ
J®ègÀPÉÆÌÃ MgÀÄ xÀgÁ ¨sÀAiÉÆ. C¥ÀàgÉÆ, JAUÀqÉ neighbour ¥Á¥ÉÇ,
MvÀÄÛPÉÆAqÁ. CAzï ¨ÁåUÉ gÀr ¥ÀtÂÚ ªÁµÀ¯ï ªÀÄÄ£Éß ªÉaÑ PÀzÀªÀÅ
ZÁvÀÄmÉÖ. C¥ÀàgÉÆ CªÉÇÃ ªÀAzÀÄ CAzÀ ¨ÁåUïPÉÌ¯Áè sanitiser spray
¥ÀtÂÚ, ªÁAPÉÆAqÀÄ ¥ÉÇÃ¬Ä vÀ°¦ZÁÑA, ¥ÀåuÁåvÀä.
EAUÉ J£ÀPÀÄ ªÉÆzÀ¯ÉAiÉÄÃ MqÀA¨ï, ªÀÄ£À¸ÀÄì ¸Àj E¯Éè. CvÉäÃ¯É EAzÀ
BBMPPÁgÀ phone ¥ÀtÂÚ, “Madam, ¤ÃªÀÇ 60 ªÀAiÀÄ¸ÁìzÀÝjAzÀ
ªÀÄ£ÉAiÀÄ°è M§âgÉÃ EgÀ¨ÉÃr, ¤ÃªÀÇ admit DV” E¥Ààr ¥ÉÇÃ£ï ªÉÄÃ¯É
¥sÉÇÃ£ï ¥ÀtÂÚ ¥ÁæuÉÆA ªÁAPÉÆrgÀAzÀ. £Á£ï J£ÀPÀÄÌ PÀrªÉÄ
symptoms EAzÀÄ, dégÉÆ EgÀPÀÌ«¯Éè (gÀAqÀÄ £Á¼ï dégÉÆ
EgÀÄAzÁ¥ÉÇà ªÀÄ¼ÀºÀÄ ZÁvÀA¨ï ¥ÀtÂÚ ¸Á¥ÁÖzÉÆð PÀrªÉÄAiÀiÁa).
D£ÀvÀ£Á¯É BBMPªÁ¼ÉÆÃqÉ ±ÀAqÉ ¥ÉÇÃlÄ “K£ÀÆ symptoms E®èzÉÃ
EgÀÄªÁUÀ admit DUÀ®è” C£ÀÄßlÄÖ firmD ZÉÆ£Éß. C¥ÉÇà J£Éß GlÖ,
¸ÀzÀå. M£ÉÆß E¯ÁèzÉ AiÀiÁgï D¸ÀàvÉæÃ¯É ¥ÉÇÃ¬Ä CªÀ¸ÉÜ ¥ÀqÀgÁ.
¸Àj, BBMPªÀ GmÁÖ C£ÁßPÀ “D¥ÀÛ«ÄvÁ”æ ¥ÀÅrZÀÄPÉÆAqÀ. ¥sÉÇÃ£ï
DzÉÆð ¥sÉÇ£ï, PÁ¯ï ¥ÀtÂÚ ¥ÀtÂÚ PÉÃnAvÉåÃ PÉÃmÉÆÌArAzÀ. “ªÀÄ£ÉÃ° JµÀÄÖ
d£À E¢ÝÃgÀ, ªÀAiÀÄ¸ÉìµÀÄÖ, symptoms K¤zÉ” EvÁå¢. EvÉß¯Áè care
¥ÀuÁæ¼Á, ¥ÀgÀªÁ¬Ä¯ÉèAiÉÄÃ C£ÀÄÌArgÀAzÁPÀ, MvÁÛ¼ÉÆ ªÀgÀ«¯Éè, covid
kit PÀÄqÀÄPÀ«¯Éè, M£ÉÆßÃ E¯Éè.
gÀAqÁ £Á¼ïDzÉÆðÃ Government HospitalE£ÉÆß ¥sÉÇÃ£ï ªÀAzÀÄ.
“£Á£ÀÄ qÁPÀÖgï ªÀiÁvÁqÁÛ E¢ÝÃ¤, ¤ªÀÄä husband£À condition ¸Àé®à
UÀA©üÃgÀªÁVzÉ. oxygen PÉÆnÖzÉÝÃªÉ. E£ÀÆß conditon worse DzÀgÉ,
¨ÉÃgÉ zÉÆqÁØ¸ÀàvÉæUÉ shift ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÁUÀÄvÉÛ”. JAqÉ heart thumped.
£Á£ÀÄ, “¤ªÀÄä ºÀwÛgÀ J¯Áè facility E®èªÁ?, E¯Áè CAzÀgÉ, FUÀ¯ÉÃ ²¥sïÖ
ªÀiÁr, serious DUÉÆÃ vÀ£ÀPÀ AiÀiÁPÉ PÁAiÀÄ¨ÉÃPÀÄ?” CvÀPÀÄÌ CªÀ, “¸Àj
ºÁUÁzÀgÉ, «PÉÆÖÃjAiÀiÁ CxÀªÁ PÉ¹f hospital£À°è EzÉAiÀiÁ CAvÀ
£ÉÆÃqÀÄvÉÛÃªÉ, private£À°è ¸ÉÃj¸À¨ÉÃPÁzÀgÉ, ¤ÃªÉÃ book ªÀiÁr,
ambulance vÀ j ¹PÉ Æ ¼À î ¨ É Ã PÀ Ä .” £Á£À Ä ¸À j C£À Ä ßlÄÖ , J¯Áè
hospital¯ÉèAiÉÆÃ ¥sÉÇ£ÉèAiÉÄÃ mÉæöÊ ¥ÀuÁÚPÀ, JAUÉÆ ²PÁÌzÉ, PÀqÀ²ÃQ
Sparsh AiÀÄ±ÀªÀAvÀ¥ÀÅgï¯É ¨Éqï ²QÌÃvÀÄ. EAzï «±ÀAiÉÆA
Government hospitalPïÌ ZÉÆ£ÁßPÀ, “£ÁªÀÅ «PÉÆÖjAiÀÄzÀ°è bed
book ªÀiÁr D¬ÄvÀÄ, ambulance book ªÀiÁr D¬ÄvÀÄ, FUÀ
ºÉÃUÉ ¨ÉÃgÉ hospitalUÉ PÀgÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ ºÉÆÃUÀÄwÛÃgÀ? CzÉ¯Áè DUÀ®è.”
C£ÀÆßl. CvÀÄPÀÄ £Á£ÀÄ “£ÀªÀÄUÉ FUÀvÁ£ÉÃ Sparsh hospital £À°è
MAzÀÄ bed ¹QÌzÉ. «PÉÆÖÃjAiÀiÁzÀÄ cancel ªÀiÁr. £ÁªÉÃ
ambulance arrange ªÀiÁrÛÃ«” C£ÀÄßlÄÖ CªÁ¼É convince
¥ÀuïÚgÀvÀÄPÀÄÌ¼Éî ¸ÀÄ¸ÁÛ¬Ä¥ÉÇÃZÀÄ. DªÀ, “ºÁUÁzÀgÉ, D hospital¤AzÀ
bed book DVzÉ CAvÀ MAzÀÄ letter vÀgÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ.” C£Àß. EvÀPÉ¯Áè
NrAiÀiÁqÀgÀvÀPÀÄÌ £Á£ÀÄ ¥ÉÇÃgÀ¥ÀàrAiÉÄÃ E¯Éè. CAzÀ Sparsh hospital
ªÁ¼ÉAiÉÄÃ “ambulance with oxygen PÀ½¹, bed book DVzÉ JAzÀÄ
letter §gÉzÀÄ, CzÀ£Àß ambulance driver PÉÊ° PÉÆlÄÖ PÀ½¹” C£ÀÄßlÄÖ
K¥Áðqï ¥ÀuÉÚ.
E£ÉÆß CªÁqÉÃ PÀqÉ¬Ä£ÉÆß action ¨ÁQ. J£ÀPÉÆÃ MgÉÃ tension,
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EAzï hospitalPÁgÀ J£Àß vÀPÀgÁgï ¥ÀuÁæ¼ÉÆÃ, CAzï hospitalªÁ
ambulance C¤¦PÁæ¼ÉÆÃ E¯ÉèAiÉÆÃ, letter PÀÄqÀÄPÁæ¼ÉÆÃ E¯ÉèAiÉÆÃ,
ambulance ¥ÀgÀqÀgÀvÉßÃPÀÄ¼Éî letter gÉr ¥ÀuÁæ¼Á, CAzï ambulance
driver CvÉÛÃ ¸ÀjAiÀiÁ PÉÆtAzï PÀÄqÀÄPÁæ£Á, CAzÀ letter
government hospital¯É MvÀÄÛPÉÆAqÀÄ EªÀgÉÃ C¤¦PÁæ¼Á, EzÉ¯Áè
¨ÉÃUï ¨ÉÃUÉÆÃ DzÁð ? J®è government hospital¯ÉAiÉÆÃA CªÀ
±ÉÆ£Àß¥Ààr £ÁA§¼ï PÉÃPÀÌuÉÆA. ªÉÃgÉ option E¯Éè. D£ÁPÀ, EAUÉ
£ÁA§¼ÉÃ CªÁ¼ÀPïÌ order PÀÄqÀÄvÉÆÌArPÉÆðÃA “ambulance with
letter §vÁð EzÉ. EªÀjUÉ §ºÀ¼À ¸ÀÄ¸ÁÛVgÉÆÃ¢æAzÀ ªÀÄºÀr ªÉÄlÖ®Ä
E½AiÀÄPÁÌUÀ®è. CzÀPÉÌ wheel chair£À°è ambulanceªÀgÉUÉ ©r”
C£ÀÄßlÄÖ ¥ÉÇÃ£ï¯ÉAiÉÄÃ instruction PÀÄqÀÄvÉÃ. ¸Àj J¯Áè ¸ÀÄUÀªÀÄªÀiÁ
E¥ÉÇàÃªÀgÀÄPÉÆåÃ Da. M£ÉÆß vÀPÀgÁj¯ÁèzÉ ambulance¯É EªÀgÉ
Sparsh hospital¯ïPÀÄÌ D¼ÉaÑPÉÆAqÀÄ ¥ÉÇÃ£À, CAUÉ EªÀgÀÄ admit
D£Ágï.
EªÀgÀPÀÄÌ 5-10days EgÀPÀÄÌuÉÆÃA C£ÀÄßlÄÖ ZÉÆ£Àß. CªÀgï CAUÉ admit
D£ÁgÁ, EAzïPÀqÉ JAqÉ ¥ÀuïÚPÀÄÌ Covid +ve D¬Ä dégÉÆÃA
PÀrªÉÄAiÉÄÃ DPÉÆÌArPï«¯Éè. D¸ÀàvÉæÃPï ZÉÃPÀ¯ÁA C£ÀÄßlÄÖ Columbia
AsiaPï ¥ÉÇÃ£ÁPÀ, CªÀ “PÀÆwj, bed PÁ°AiÀiÁzÀgÉ ¸ÉÃj¹PÉÆ½ÛÃ«”

C£Àß. EªÀ¼ÀPÀÄÌ 10 ªÀiÁ¸Àvï ¥À±À¯ï EPÀÌ£Áð. ¥Á¥ÁªÉAiÉÆÃA
ªÀZïÑPÉÆAqÀÄ 1 ªÀÄtÂ PÁ¯ÉÆ PÁvÁ¯ÉÆÃA bed ²PÁÌzÉ ºÁvÀPï ªÁ¥À¸ï
¥É Ç Ã£Á. E¥À à r gÀ A qï «Ã² Da. C¥À à g É Æ Ã Sparsh
gÁdgÁeÉÃ±Àéj£ÀUÀgï¯É, special room with attendant ªÁAPÉÆAqÀÄ,
£Á£ÀÄ CªÀ¼ÉÆÃqÉ helpPï ¥ÉÇÃ£É. EªÀ¼ÀPÀÄÌ IV, oxygen J¯Áè
¥ÉÇÃnAzÁPÀ, ¥Á¥ÁªÉ C¥Ààr CqÀvÀÄÛPÉÆÃgÁ.
MgÀÄ D¸ÀàvÉæ¯É JAqÉ AiÀÄdªÀiÁ£ïæ, E£ÉÆßgÀÄ D¸ÀàvÉæ¯É JAqÉ ¥ÀuïÚ. J£Àß
¥ÀjÃPÉëÃ¥Áà EzÀÄ, ¥ÉgÀÄªÀiÁ¼ÉÃ. ¥Á¥ÁªÉ ¥ÁvïPÉÆÃgïzï M£ÉÆßÃ
¸ÀÄ®¨sÉÆ C£ÀÄß, especially Corona +ve D¬Ä ¸ÀÄ¸ÁÛ¬ÄgÀAzÁPÀ.
£Á£ÉÆÃA MgÉÃ ©¹AiÀiÁ¬ÄgÀAzÉ. CªÀgïqÉ oxygen level JvÀÛ£É
EPÀÌ£Áð, EªÀ¼ïqÉ dégÉÆÃA PÀrªÉÄAiÀiÁZÁ, CªÀgïqÉ qÁPÀÖgï J£Àß
ZÉÆÃ¯Áæ, EªÀ¼ÉØ qÁPÀÖgï J£Àß ZÉÆ¯Áæ, C£ÀÄßlÄÖ. D£ÁPÁ, Sparsh
hospital¯Éè gÉÆA§ £À£Àß treatment Da. ¥ÀgÀÄªÀiÁ¼ÉØ, qÁPÀÖgïqÉ,
zÀAiÉÄ¬Ä£ÉÆßA EªÀ¼É 6 £Á¼ÀPÉÌ r¸ÁÑeïð ¥ÀtÚ, CªÀgÉ 12 £Á¼ï
DzÉÆðA r¸ÁÑeïð ¥ÀtÚ. EªÀgï r¸ÁÑeïð D£À¤ßÃQ J£ÀPÉÆÃ
¥ÀArUÉAiÉÆÃ C£Áæ¦Ø ¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÉÆA.
CAvÉÆA £ÁAUï¼ï, PÀgÉÆÃ£ÁªÉAiÉÆÃA UÉzÀÄÝ ªÀAzÀÄmÉÆÖÃA. E¥ÉÇà
PÀgÉÆÃ£ÁqÉ JvÀÛ£É «µÀAiÉÆÃ vÉjAiÉÆÃA C£ÁßPÀ, JAUïqÉ friends,
relatives J¯Áè JAUï¼É consult ¥ÀuÁæ. CvÀÛ£É C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÉÇÃA
ªÀAzÀÄnÖPÀÌ£Àð.

Embracing Change to Build The New
- Geetha Kumar Paramekanthi

Pune

“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy,
not on ﬁghting the old, but on building the new”
With the COVID19 turning into a global pandemic in 2020,
schools have completely shifted from oﬄine to online. It was
fun to take on to the digital platforms and marvel at the
wonders of the computer era. Thanks to development in
science and technology we can continue classes online.
As a teacher, I not only faced challenges but experienced some
funny incidents too. Each day has taught me a new lesson.
During oﬄine school, we taught only the children, but online
schooling is not restricted to children. I realized that I am
teaching the whole family, who sit next to the child. The family
member sitting next to the child joins us for the morning prayer
session, lectures, etc. This made me realize that learning has no
age bar.
At ﬁrst, it was a challenge for all of us to accept the new
circumstances. Among the challenges with e-learning were
accessibility, aﬀordability, ﬂexibility, and more. For once, we
teachers had become students. It was fun to learn the use of
new technologies, apps and explore. We had to constantly
keep the children engaged and on their toes. Gradually with
time, things got streamlined. I must say it was all because of
teamwork and support from higher authorities that we as
teachers could plan, execute, control, and improve.
I also faced some disturbing situations. In the physical
classroom, I never punished any child for his mistake, I
corrected the mistake so that he would not repeat it. But in
online classes, the parents who accompany the child would not
sit quietly and if the child committed any mistake, they would
beat and scold him in the class, due to which I felt helpless and
sad. During the tests and exams, the parents were solving the
questions to score more marks. This just meant that the
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parents were spoiling their child's future. They gave more
importance to marks and not the actual knowledge that the
child had gained. Sometimes when the child was out of town,
the parents used to attend the classes and when I called out the
child's name, there was no response.
It was diﬃcult to control the class and their parents. But
gradually, the parents too started to understand and these
days they motivate their children to learn more. After the
lectures, they help the child search for additional information
and also help them with activities and experiments. The
children have been using technology eﬀectively to improve
their creativity. They can come up with out-of-the-box ideas.
They have also started asking questions and ﬁnding their
answers. I think this is the true essence of education - Learning,
not for marks but to gain knowledge in a fun way. Today, all the
parents are happy and now they are allowing their child to
attend the class independently and ask queries on his own.
I consider this to be my achievement.
In this pandemic situation, I feel that our children are the ones
who have suﬀered the most. The pandemic has forced them to
stay captive in their houses. They miss meeting friends and
socializing. So, as teachers, we make sure that our children not
only enjoy online school but even have fun and play games. We
not only conduct regular academic classes but also fun
activities like virtual picnic, New Year party, Krishna
Janmashtami celebration, painting, dancing, and so on. And it
is so refreshing to see those kids all dressed up and smiling.
That motivated me to keep going, to give my best. This also
taught me that our happiness does not depend on the world
but only on ourselves.
As they say, “Change is the only constant and we must learn to
embrace it”. Let us all embrace online class as the new normal
and continue imparting knowledge.

Role of Hams in Covid – 19 First Wave
Sri T.S. Narasimhachar, VU3YIE.
Readers may be aware of
Amateur Radio Operators
world wide (called HAMs),
with a slogan “ONE
W O R L D ,
O N E
LANGUAGE”. HAMs are
licensed with unique ID
called Callsign by the
concerned Governments
and a separate frequency band is allocated to HAMs.
In India, the Ministry of Communications issues licence to
individuals to set up radio transmitter and receiver and I,
T.S.Narasimhachar (Tirupathi family) am a Ham with callsign
VU3YIE.
Though mainly pursued as a hobby, HAMs play an important
role during natural calamities like Floods, Earth Quakes,
Tsunami, etc. When all communications fail due to power
outage, collapse of communication towers, etc, HAMs can
establish communication just with a HAM Radio set, a Battery
and an Antenna, anywhere. In addition, HAM services are also
employed to monitor Motor Rallies, crowd monitor in Melas,
etc.

Field Staﬀ (group b) would go round the city with full Covid
safety gear, in their designated Wards and communicate about
(a) Covid cases for immediate medical help or requiring
hospitalisation and (b) about migrant workers and abandoned
persons, in providing food. On receiving communication, either
the nearby ﬁeld member with stock of food and medicines or
the Government Agency would reach the spot and give food,
water, etc. and guide them to go to the nearby rescue camps.
As the Walkie Talkie of the Field Staﬀ would not cover a long
range, the nearby Base Station member (group c) staying at
home (I was one in this group covering Yelahanka Ward),
would relay the message to the War Room, which would be
passed on to the concerned department. With this network,
the aﬀected persons were getting medical help within 20 mins,
which saved many lives.
In appreciation of this service, the Government of Karnataka
has issued Certiﬁcate of Appreciation to all the members of
Covid War Group including me.

During the ﬁrst wave of Covid 19, added with National
Lockdown, our Honorable CM set up a Covid War Room in June
20 in Bangalore with oﬃcials from diﬀerent government
departments and also included HAMs as Master Wireless
Controllers to assist them. The Indian Institute of Hams created
a Covid War Group with HAMs willing to extend service to this
cause with 3 sub groups – a) Master Controllers, b) Field Staﬀ
and c) Base Stations. A separate frequency in the ham band
was allocated for this network and disclosed to group
members only.

No Age Limit For Learning –
A Lesson Taught By Covid19
By Varadarajan,
President Vokkarane Seva Trust
Ringing Bell / Clapping – Lighting Lamp

citizens and tried to provide ration kits in smaller ways.

Covid19 the pandemic Lockdown opened with a sort of paid
leave in the beginning for a few weeks between ringing bells /
Clapping and lighting lamps that’s from 22nd March 2020 to 5th
April 2020 when it was just eat, relax & sleep.

3. Learnt conducting Webinars on Zoom Platforms, issuing E Certiﬁcates on Google platform.

After Lighting Lamp – The learning process
This is the time the seriousness of the situation was felt more,
when the lighted lamp started burning my pocket plus staying
at home was more diﬃcult. This time
1. Entered kitchen & tried the olden day recipes that my Mom &
sisters used to prepare especially the Lehyas. Learnt the art of
preparing Ginger Lehya, Jeera Lehya and few other dishes.
2. Tried to understand the diﬃculties of under privileged

4. Conducted Webinars on Modiji’s Mantra - Be Vocal for Local,
5. Attended Webinar on Healthy Lifestyle – Healthy Life by Dr.
Anitha Mandyam
6. Attended Webinar on building Healthy Habits
I personally feel it was gain in terms of Learning and pain in
terms of money ﬂow.
I also gained in terms of spending quality time with family.
Covid 19 taught us the lesson to convert every threat to an
opportunity.
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Giving and Sharing During Tough Times
The joy of giving and sharing is being experienced by all of us
despite all the gloom around Covid. And a person who is
actively doing and organising people to do it is, Sunayana
Chatrapathy, daughter of Gayathri and Ramesh M.C, who has
been working in the social sector for the last 7 years.
Presently she heads
Makkala Jagriti, an NGO
that works in the
education space enhancing the quality of
learning in government
schools, anganwadis and
urban poor communities.
As part of Covid relief
eﬀorts, Makkala Jagriti has designed a 'Learning under
Lockdown' program for children of all age groups. This
program adopts a multi-modal approach of oﬄine and online
means and is ensuring that 10000+ children continue to learn
while their government schools/anganwadis remain closed.
They have also provided dry ration kits to 5000+ families in the
ﬁrst wave and 8000+ in the second wave, and are
continuously doing awareness campaigns on covidprecautions, vaccination,etc with 10000+ families.
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The NGO is funded by contributionsthrough
https://fundraisers.giveindia.org/projects/uninterruptedlearning-during-the-pandemic.
As part of citizen's eﬀorts in
Malleswaram, Sunayana also started
an initiative to support frontline
Healthcare workers in and around
Malleswaram - in KC General Hospital
and 5 Primary Health Centres. This
group raised funds to provide daily
refreshments to 625 health workers who have been putting in
long shifts in Covid wards. The initiative has been ongoing since
mid April and still continues. The group has truly shown the
power of community - how the community can come together
in a crisis. The group also has 15+ volunteers to ensure a smooth
Vaccination process at KC general. Another volunteer started a
pick up and drop for elders in the area to get vaccinated. Most
recently they thanked all the health workers through beautiful
handmade thank you notes and cards.
Sunayana says, “It is heartwarming to see how everybody
wants to do something for the other selﬂessly - especially in
these challenging times”.

Learning Through The Changes
- Vaishnavi Kumar Paramekanthi,
Pune
“The capacity to
learn is a gift, the
ability to learn is a
skill, the willingness
to learn is a choice.” Brian Herbert
As a student of grade
12, I can certainly say
that this year our
willingness to learn, to educate ourselves has been immensely
tested. Since the lockdown was announced last year, it has
been a rollercoaster of emotions. In the beginning, we thought
that this pandemic would last only a few months and so, we
didn’t bother much. But as it got extended, it gradually dawned
upon us that this ‘phase’ would not end soon. We had to
struggle right from adjusting ourselves to getting used to
staying at home for a long time. There were a lot of changes all
at once, and it was scary. The fear of uncertainty crept slowly
and anxiety was at its peak.
Since Pune was a hotspot for nCoV, we had stricter curbs that
lasted longer. In grade 11, I was so used to meeting friends,
going to college, all the extracurricular activities, and of course,
all the junk food that we ate after classes. Suddenly all of this
stopped and it was diﬃcult to stay at home, or even sit in one
place for so long. We also had to get used to looking at our
laptop screens for hours together. Initially, I used to get
frequent headaches due to this. We had classes for eight hours
a day and it was tedious to follow such a hectic schedule. Also,
since all our exams were online, a lot of students would copy.
As a result, there was no seriousness among us as it was easy to
question the legitimacy of the results. In the traditional
classroom, we often have a sense of competition since we
could see other students working just as hard and giving
answers, but in online classes, we were clueless about what the
other students were actually up to. I also got so used to using
my laptop to study that I would yawn every time I opened
books. That was even my mantra to sleep.
But despite these drawbacks, I must say that this has also been
an exhilarating experience. After a few days, when we got used
to the whole stay-at-home situation, we started video calling
friends. We played games like Dumb Charades, Skribbl, and
Among Us online. Due to this pandemic, I also came in contact
with my friends from second grade. We were all in the same
class for ﬁve years and practically grew up together. But after
that, we lost touch. We interacted via video calls and
reminisced about the old times.
There were a few hilarious incidents too. Often, the students
would simply log in, mute themselves and turn oﬀ their videos,
but they wouldn’t attend the lecture. At times, someone would
forget that their mike was unmuted and they would carry on
with their activities. During one such class, we heard a
classmate sing a whole song before he realized he was
unmuted. We also heard comments like "mom, the food is
nice", or even students saying 'what a boring lecture' and
instantly regreyting it. But the best part was that the teachers
were quite understanding. Every time they heard such a

comment, they would give us a break, make us play a game, or
just crack a joke to lighten our moods.
I too am guilty of this. Once, I didn’t want to attend the lecture
since it was a doubt clearing session and so I logged in and
simply placed my phone aside. At that time my mom and I were
watching TV and I happened to comment “Kya sahi kapde hai
yaar, mujhe bhi chahiye”, which translates to ‘those clothes are
so good, I want that.' And alas! After a few seconds, I got a call
from a friend saying my mike was not muted. Panicked, I
immediately left the lecture. It was so embarrassing and funny
at the same time. When I checked the messages on our friend
group, there was a full-ﬂedged debate going on about what I
was watching, and it was so entertaining. Even the teacher
laughed and joked about it. There have been many such
humorous instances, and I feel all the students would relate to
this.
This lockdown has also been a boon in the way that we had
more time for self-studies. I also had time for other activities. I
wanted to learn a musical instrument and so I took up guitar.
Also, I started learning a new language – French.
This pandemic taught me a lot of things. The ﬁrst was to not be
afraid of change but to embrace it. I realized that no matter
how diﬃcult things may seem, it's always ﬁne in the end. We
just have to go through it, one day at a time. One major thing
that I realized was the eﬀorts that our teachers take. Since my
mother is also a teacher, this was the ﬁrst time I saw her taking
classes. Right from making presentations, to ﬁnding innovative
ideas to retain the interest of students, our teachers took so
many eﬀorts, and watching my mom work so hard made me
realize how we take teachers for granted. After all, they are
also humans and we need to respect them and appreciate their
endeavour. In fact, during Teachers' day 2020, we were asked
to perform something for our teachers online. We students
then wrote a poem and recorded it. This too was a very unique
and heartwarming experience. When it was played on
teachers' day, all our teachers were so emotional and behind
the scenes made them laugh till their stomachs ached. It felt so
good to do something for them in return.
I even had to help my mom adjust and that’s when I realized
they are good at the use of technology. We easily say that it's
diﬃcult to teach them or explain it to them, but they too are
quick learners. I can proudly say that today my mother is better
than me at using technology and various applications. Yes, I got
irritated in the beginning when she asked me to help her with
little matters or when she panicked because of minute issues
but isn’t that what we children do too? Our parents never got
annoyed with us just because we were asking a lot of
questions. That's when I understood how patient they were
and how blessed we are to have such amazing parents.
There were no extracurricular activities, and I have always
been a multi-tasker. I cannot concentrate on my studies alone. I
always have to have some competition or event side by side.
This pandemic greatly tested my ability. I was constantly
ﬁnding competitions online and participating in them. I
attended elocutions, declamations, debates, and story writing
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contests. In most of these, we had to record our audition and
send it to them. I have always been conﬁdent at public
speaking but only when I had a live audience as I could see their
reactions and act accordingly. But this whole recording process
was very new to me and it pushed me out of my comfort zone.
It was an eccentric experience. My mom would record my
audition and often we would start laughing in the middle
because it was funny staring at each other. I have lost count of
how many retakes I had to do for every audition.
Then the lockdown was lifted phase by phase and we
gradually adjusted to the 'new normal.' We went to college for
our practicals and met friends, did group projects and it felt like
we were doing it all for the ﬁrst time. We were elated, just like a
toddler who had taken his ﬁrst step.

Recently, there was a lot of debate on our board exams and
entrances too. Our entrance exams were postponed due to the
second wave and it was just announced that our boards have
been cancelled. I never thought I could be happy and
disappointed simultaneously but that is precisely what I felt
when the news was declared.
Overall, it has been a very diﬀerent, thought-provoking
experience that forced us to shatter self-imposed glass
ceilings, tested our patience and resilience, and improved us as
human beings.
I'd like to conclude by quoting Walt Whitman, "Keep your face
towards the sunshine and the shadows will fall behind you."

Focus During The Pandemic
- Arjun Mandyam Dhati
Just a few days into the
second year of Pre-University,
the Government announced a
lockdown all over the
country. Schools and colleges
were closed.
Our college started with
recorded videos of all the core
subjects. Then, they kicked oﬀ
live classes online through video call. The important thing was
maintaining a schedule and treating it like regular classes.
So, I started following a daily schedule. I used to wake up early
in the morning and get ready for the online classes just like how
I get ready for college. I made sure that I made notes for all the
subjects. I followed a strict routine and even started exercising
in the evenings in order to maintain physical ﬁtness. I received
complete support from all my lecturers since they had

arranged for doubt-clarifying
sessions as well. Apart from that, I
also connected with my classmates
on video calls to do some combined
study and solve problems. I
maintained contact with all my
friends through social media.
I never missed out on entertainment
because my family made it a point to watch one movie every
weekend together at home. My family supported me in every
single way, be it buying the required textbooks or making my
favourite snacks!
Though the experience was new to all, and the rigor was not
equivalent to regular classes, I ensured that by having a
disciplined lifestyle and concerted eﬀort, I maintained focus
through the pandemic.

My Online Learning Experience
- Aditi Narasimhan
The COVID-19
pandemic, which broke
out in the early months
of 2020, caused the
entire world to come to
a standstill. Schools,
c o l l e g e s a n d
workplaces across
countries were shut
down, and most things shifted online, including learning. Our 2
nd PU classes had just begun a few weeks before the lockdown
was announced. Our college decided to send us our lessons in
the form of recorded videos as they were more convenient
than live classes. They also set up a Learning Management
System to provide study materials and help with clarifying
doubts of the students. Additionally, we were given tests and
weekly assignments to assess our knowledge of concepts.
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Learning from home
h a d i t s o w n
advantages and
disadvantages. It was
easier to re-watch
lectures that dealt
with complex topics;
on the other hand,
there were more distractions available online than in a
classroom. The college atmosphere and competitive spirit
were missed by us students. I ensured that I kept in touch with
my friends regularly. It was also helpful to maintain some
hobbies that were relaxing like journaling, drawing and
practising music.
This past year made me realise the importance of oﬄine classes
and interaction with teachers and peers.

